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Over A Third OS Student Body
Achieves Second Dean's List
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Dyer Jr., Judith Ellis, George David
Miner, Chalmers Brumbaugh, Warren
Lee Corbett, Linda L. Hager, Barbara
A. Hawkins, David A. McCree, Martha
E. Westhafer, Steven C Pleune, Esther
E. Johnson, Donald Kent Brown, Karen
S. Holbrook, Kathleen Rowland,
Elizabeth A. Moore, John R. Gardner, Suzanne Gail Gambee, Robert
Paul Beck, Vincent B. Dunlap, Jo Anna
Holden, Nancy Merrilees, Alice E.
Olson, Christine M. Prasse, Charles F.
Thayer, Janice Tierney, Renee Estelle
Vance, Barbara Brondyke, Lynne Diane
Cherry, David King Anderson, Phyllis
I. Davis, Diane B. Kohler, Kenneth C
Fischer, Carol Gay Ewing, David E.
Foscue, Richard T. Briggs, Bonnie J.
Conrad, Jean Dora Thompson, John
R. Salzman, Karen Louise Cheney,
William J. Austin, Lancie A. Rebello,
Marianne MacQueen, Mary V.
Robert R. Labaree, Cathleen
Ruth Hill, James D. O'Brien, Carolyn
Sue Stull, Barbara Wiley Cone, Edwin
Charles Stern, Susan Jane Small,
Ward S. Sigmond, Mary A. Mcllhatten,
Warren Welch, Constance Crawford,
Charles W. Darling, Betty Jeanne Estes,
Barbara Ann Henry, Ronald Eugene
Hill, Carol Ruth Holley, Susan Fleming Holm, John Paul Karrer, Janet
Eliz Kern, James D. Lyman, Brian
D. Vaughn.

Elizabeth Hollister, Ruth
Amy Mears, Sara
E. McElhinney,
Peck Allen, Elizabeth Bedient, M. L
Huelsenbeck, Anne S. Whitacre, Charles A. Dominick, Sandra Bonham Scott,
Susanna Spaulding, Mary Eva Byers,
Sabra K. Cantrell, Thomas Chas. Pat-toLinda L. Blackwood, S. Bryan
Jeffreys Jr., Karen J. Morris, Brian K.
O'Riordan, Edwin W. Peterson, Ann
Ellen Kunkel, John Rimmer, Barbara
Jane Hill, Gail Ellen Hoover,
Nancy W. Klyberg, Susan S. Adams,
Carol A. Bayley, Carl B. Hufford Jr.,
Douglas Barry May, Beverly M. Klyberg, John Chas. Templeton, Nancy
Ellen Riddle, Pamela H. Steineck,
Thomas E. McQung, Rosemary Cadi-gaBruce E. Vandersall, Joan M.
Duncan, Peggy Osborne, John W.
Owen Jr., Willard S. Reid, Anne E.
Scott, Nancy A. Van Scoy, Rebecca S.
Biefeld, Jerry J. Horcha, Richard B.
Reidinger, Elizabeth R. Gibson, Sandra A. Hawkins, Ann A. Dewell,
Herbert A. Arfken Jr., Craig Kimball
Ewart, Janet Marion Meyers, Kenneth
Newhams, Sara E. Robshow,
Margaret A. Steel, John Charles
Veney, Geoffrey Hamilton, Linda L
Stump, Michael J. Stott, Nancy Vick
Ezzard, Paul M. Killough, Brooke C
Creswell, Elizabeth Limkemann, Elizabeth Stout, Thomas A. Biffar, Carol
M. Fuller, Deborah Knorr, Grant P.
Sherwood, Thomas K. Welty, Helen J.
Hartmann, Robert Alan Moke, David
E. Brand, E. Rebecca Drysdale, Thomas
D. Nichols, Michael L Clarke, Phyllis
Worthington, Nancy J. Spillner,
James E. Alexander, Wm. Arthur
Longbrake, Joanna G. Doob, Barbara
A. Kurz, Susan E. Lewis, Richard H.
Moore, John Walton Travis, Patricia
A. Kowaluk, Mary K. Prittie, John F.
Richeson, Thomas G. Hervey, Leonard
H. Peifer, J. Craig Daub Smith, Karen
Jean Depew, Lilla Head, Marlene M.
Ewald, Peter H. Flournoy, John F.
Schaeffer, Vicki Anne Siegel, William
A. Balloon, Louis E. Black, Peter
Griswold, Dorinda Hale, Thomas R.
Hawk, Wm. Harry Michel, Lynn Pier-soNancy Roha.
D. Koester.
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Te Ata, a Chickasaw Indian, will give an interpretation of
Indian folklore next Thursday in Chapel and Friday evening in the
Westminster Fellowship Hall.
A graduate of Tribal Schools, Oklahoma College for Women,
and the Theater School of Carnegie Tech, Te Ata has given programs
on Indian lore at the White House, Hyde Park, Carnegie Hall, and
overseas. Te Ata will be visiting the Wilson Comptons.
Three alumni of the College of Wooster will be honored with
Distinguished Alumni Awards at the fifth annual conferring of the
honors tomorrow.
Recipients will be John McSweeney, class of 1912, longtime attorney and legislator; Ohio Congressman and attorney William M.
McCulloch, class of 1923, from Piqua and Robert L. Myers, class of
1939, prominent Akron attorney.
The departments of speech and music are announcing that
auditions for the musical Guys and Dolls will be held Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in Merz Hall. Interested persons are asked to
come at 4:15 or 7:15 on any of these three dates.
A Faculty Recital featuring Mr. Dale Moore, baritone, will
be held Sunday evening at 8:15 in the Chapel. The program,
presented at several colleges during the past week, will Include
old Italian songs, and works of Brahms, Duparc, Faure, Hugo
Wolf and Peter Warlock.
Flying Club will meet Tuesday night at 7:30 in Douglass
Lounge. Anyone interested in aviation is encouraged to attend.
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left to right, Sue Thomas, Syd
Fordham",
Maid. of: .Honor Sue
Holm, .Nancy Relph and Deane Calhoun...! .

Queen Mary Dee Libbey,
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of Desafinado and The Girl from years later, Stan, wanting to amass
Ipanema. His "Jazz Samba" album sufficient funds to attend medical
was not only the nation's best sel- school, joined the famed Jack
Band, much to die disapler in 1962, but also won for Getz
pointment of his high school band
master who had recommended him
The SGA Is sponsoring a for a Julliard musical scholarship.
student-facult- y
reception for
Since that time Getz has worked
Stan Getz and his quartet with
the bands of Jimmy Dorsey,
tomorrow's concert. Benny Goodman, Stan Kenton,
Everyone is invited to the reBobby Chester and Woody Herception, which will be in Babman among others.
cock Lounge starting about
He has won scores of awards
10 p.m.
from jazz publications the world
over including Metronome's annual
eight separate nominations for the
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences' coveted Grammy Award more than any other
single performer in the Academy's
history.
Although Getz' popularity has
zoomed in the past few years, he
has long been recognized by critics
and jazzmen alike as one of his
idiom's most lyrical and melodic
players.
In 1961 guitarist Charlie Byrd
had just returned from a South
American tour on which he was
impressed with the infectious rhythms of Latin America and, looking for a soloist to feature in such
a setting, he hit upon Getz. The
sensitive, romantic quality of Getz'
playing proved to be an ideal
match for the graceful pulse of
STAN GETZ
the Brazilian Samba, and a new
musical form was born the Jazz poll for 14 straight years, DownSamba.
beat's poll for 13 years, the Melody
Getz' musical experience spans Makers Readers poll in Great
25 years from the time he first be- Britain and Jazz-Ech- o
Readers poll
came a member of his Junior High in Germany.
en

r
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HIGHLAND QUEEN, MARY DEE LIBBEY, will reign

Homecoming Queen.

as 1965

Coronation Of Mary Dee
Headlines "Heather" Events
by Pam Sears

A smile cannot 'be printed, nor can the twinkle of an
eye. Even words like "lively," and "full of fun" barely
suggest the essence of Wooster's Homecoming Queen for
1965. "She's the most generous person I've ever known.
and her humor keeps us going,
said her roommate. "If she had not driven by John Pierson; Nancy
been chosen, there would have Relf, escored by Rich Poling and
driven by Jay Carr; and Sue
really been something wrong."

)l

Thomas, escorted by Chuck ThayMary Dee Libbey is a religion er and driven by Bob Beck.
major from Hartsdale, N.Y. Last
The coronation of the queen
summer she worked in the garwill
take place during the half-tim- e
ment district of New York City for
ceremonies of Saturday's
Christ Church and plans to refootball
game against Akron.
turn there after graduation to
church social
study for inner-city

work.

Mary Dee has three sisters:
old twins,
Anne, 22, and
Bonny and Barbara. Barbara will
be a freshman next fall and in
a letter to Mary Dee a few days
ago stated, "I'm so excited to get
to Wooster. I hope that I will
have as much fun in four years at
Wooster as you did!" Her father
worked for die Navy for 20 years,
and consequently Mary Dee has
lived in 25 homes and has gone to
16 schools. Her father retired from
the Navy in 1960 and went to
seminary for four years. He is now
a Presbyterian minister in Harts-dale.

Mary Dee related that she heard
about the final results while everyone was leaning over the balcony
of Babcock listening to the Dog-patc- h
skits, "I was just so thrilled
and truly honored unfortunately
no one was around to share it
with!"
Mary Dee's activities on campus
include the presidency of Holden
Dorm Council in her freshman
of
year, the
Freshman Orientation with Ken
Fischer in her sophomore year, a
Junior Residency on third main in
the
of
Holden,
Peanuts last year, and the position
of president of the Inter-Clu- b
Council this year the second successive ICC president to be chosen
Homecoming Queen.
Ken Fischer, Dave Baroudi and
Steve Schreiber will be Mary Dee's
escorts for the Homecoming Weekend, and she will be driven to
the '.game by! Jon Marti. The maid
of honor, Sue Holm, will be escorted by Jim McHenry and driven
'
by Jerry Meyer.
co-chairmans-

.

THE QUEEN AND HER COURT

old Getz
opained
wide popular acclaim in the past School band playing bass, bassoon
three yeara with his hit recordings and then saxaphone. Only two
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Nancy Helen Green, Ronald H. Neill,
Peter Robert Young, Margaret P.
Charles Lee Gabriel, George
Bates Lyons, Sue Ann McCulla, Lloyd

4

Sete Featured

by Ron Neill
Stan Getz, one of the most highly acclaimed jazzmen
m America, will bring his tenor saxaphone and
quartet to
Wooster tomorrow night for a 7:30 p.m. SGA concert
m me wooster High School Gymnasium.
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Jeffrey R. Hazel, Linda Beamer,
Robert K. Ostermiller, Edward Harry
Piper, Ronald Guy Wirick, Elaine P.
Anderson, Mary Eliz Bowers, Patricia
E. Rott, Marjorie L. Guentzel, Kath-erinF. Clark, Betsy Unger, Catherine
E. Calkins, Elizabeth Friesner, Marita
Jean Mann, Wm. James Mateer, Lynn
Nora Nimmo, P. David Kovacs, James
M. Dawson Jr., Ruth Ellen Goodwin,
Susan Mary Metzler, Marguerite Sherman, Sally Ann Winkler, Sara Lang
Ketchum, Holly V. Humphreys, F.
Elliot Lobenstine, Ann Wallace Gilbert,
Glen David Heggie, Judith Ann
Sara Louise Patton,
Vicki Nola Pfoff, Alice J. McQana-han-,
Barbara K. Oder, Margo Ayers
Beery, Richard T. Bedell, Terry E.
Miller, Julie H. Brattin, Susan A.
Janet Ruth Suter, Robert Steven Hamas, Rosemary Capps, Philip
Whitby Neale, Marilynne E. Ward,
Mark Edward Wynn, Barbara Ann
Homce, Michael Hutchison, Howard F.
Scott, James Kurt Dew, Richard Eric
Hahn, Elizabeth C Colton, Patricia
L. Chancy, Lana Emily Nimmo, Stephen H. Lothes, Jeanne L. Milligan,
(Continued on Page 4)

JUNIORS
J. Mike Zimmennann, Mrs. Tate B.
Hudson, J. Eric Zimmerman, Paul
Key,
Richard
Frederick Stocking,
Ro-mi-
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The Dean has recently released membership of the second Dean's List for the second semester, 1965. The qualifica
tion for placement is a semester average between 3.0 and 3.5.
SENIORS
Margaret Mack, G retch en Meister,
Gerald B. Fischer, Barbara D. Marsh,
Harry Rosser, Eric Maben Jensen, John
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The members of the court and
their escorts are: Deane Calhoun,
escorted by Dick Bunce and driven
by Chip Rath; Syd Fordham, escorted by. Garrett .Munger and

Centennial Committee Chooses
Biologist As Resident Scholar
The centennial theme, "The Pursuit of Significance,"
will be examined from the
of
the
view
of
natural
sciences
point
during the week of February 14-1inclusive, by
three outstanding American scientists.
The Centennial Scholar, who will be on campus during the entire week, giving two
9,

.

....

11.
lectures and joining a concluding
A new book by Dr. Dubos will appanel discussion on the final day,
in the late autumn.
pear
is Dr. Rene Dubos, member and
Professor Calvin
professor of bacteriology of the
Rockefeller Institute of Medical
Professor Melvin Calvin was
Research, New York City.
awarded the Nobel Prize in chemOne of the lecturers of the week istry in 1961, in recognition of a
is Professor Melvin Calvin, Nobel distinguished career that began
Prize winner, professor of chemis- with his doctorate from the Unitry and molecular biology, and di- versity of Minnesota. Since 1937
rector of the Laboratory of Chemi- he has been associated with the
cal Biodynamics, the University of University of California, where,
California. The other is Professor since 1946, he has had a prominHenry Margenau, Eugene Higgins ent role in the work of the LawProfessor of Physics and Natural rence Radiation Laboratory.
The author of 337 publications,
Philosophy at Yale University.
Dr. Dubos, "one of the towering including six books, Professor Calfigures of modern biology," is also vin has served on many scientific
known for his ability as a writer commissions here and abroad,
and lecturer. He has published concerned with the peaceful uses
over 200 articles and many books, of atomic energy, space biology,
including a
study of photosynthesis,- science and public
Pasteur. He was the first to demon- policy. He was a member of the
strate the feasibility of obtaining President's Advisory Committee.
In addition to his pioneering redrugs from misearch and the many facet3 of his
crobes.
Born in France, where he re- association with the frontiers of
ceived his early education, Dr. science, Professor Calvin lectures
Dubos came to the United States in to some 500 undergraduates in
1924, and obtained citizeenship in chemistry at the University of
1938. He has taught at Rutgers California. He is regarded as one
University and the Harvard Medi- of the "most lucid and brilliant incal School. He has been the recipi- terpreters of science and its relaent of many honors and awards, tionships to life.
including the Lasker Award in
Professor Henry Margenau, of
public health, the Trideau Medal, Yale University, is a leading auththe Hitchcock Award from the ority on the philosophical foundaUniversity of California, and the tions of physics and has made imHoward Taylor Ricketts. Award portant contributions in the field
from, the University of California. of spectroscopy
and nuclear
I
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physics and discharge theory. He
is well known as an author and
lecturer, with some 200 scientific
and philosophical articles and
seven books to his credit
A native of Germany, Mr. Margenau studied there for a time,
took his B A. degree from Midland
College, Nebraska, and his Ph.D.
from Yale University, where he
became a professor in 1946.
Renowned Consultant
Professor Margenau has served
widely as a consultant to government and industrial laboratories,
a member of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton and the
Radiation Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and associate editor of four scientific journals. He is a member of
the Commission of the World
Council of Churches charged with
formulating a Christian attitude
toward the problems of atomic
war.
A visiting lecturer at many universities, Professor Margenau was
appointed national visiting scholar
by Phi Beta Kappa. He has many
awards and honors.
Treatment of the centennial
theme from the point of view of
the humanities is scheduled from
April 25 to April 30. The visiting
Scholar is Lewis Mumford, the
author and critic. The Lecturers
will be Dr. Howard Hanson, the
composer, an. danother person to
be announced.

WOOSTER

Reaffirmation Of Faith
Women's Hell Week 1965 will be remembered as an
example of how such affairs ought to be run. Speaking with
pledges and actives alike reveals that social clubs became
more unified and some pledges actually had a good time
although lew admitted this at the time.
As is customary, vocal minority elements are repeating
their annual charges ot savage, ludicrous, and indecent
procedures duringw Hell Week. These hackneved cries are.
J
we feel, becoming just a little bit silly. They are also being
used to cover a broader attitude, one which would like to
see an end to all Hell Week activities.
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The VOICE has steadfastly opposed
Hell Week in past years, and we will
should these critics attempt to formulate
present initiation procedures. There are
.for our stance.

major dilution of
continue to do so
an attack upon
two basic reasons

First, a student by virtue of his or her pledging indicates
an awareness of what club membership entails. The details
of Hell Week are secret, of course, but it would be a mighty
naive person who went into pledging with an assumption that
anything called Hell Week is going to be a bed of roses.
Secondly, we respect the machinery both the Deans of
Men and Women have created to investigate reported irregularities. If things get out of hand and pledges rebel (as happened to a section two years ago), the deans stand ready
to investigate. Also, the medical safeguards taken by Dr.

Startzman are universally respected.
The women have shown that Hell Week can serve its
purpose without being overly sadistic. This reaffirmed our
belief that these minority critics are just whistling in the
wind.

What Happened, Food Service?

IfAfAUTeAgCrf '
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"HEATHER ON THE HILL" ACTIVITIES

Tonight: Queen's Ball (invitation only); 9:00 p.m.-1- 2
a.m.
Lower Babcock
Shakespeare's "Much Ado About Nothing," 8:15
p.m., Scott Auditorium (also Saturday)

Saturday: Judging Homecoming Displays, 9 a.m. -- 12 noon
The Queen's Parade before the football game,
in stadium
Football Game
Wooster vs. Akron, 2 p.m.
Big Name Entertainment, Stan Getz, 7:30 p.m.,

Wooster High School Gym
Student Reception for Stan Getz in Babcock after
the Concert
Homecoming Dance, 9 p.m. to 12:30
a.m., Gymnasium

What happened, Food Service? Last spring, a specially
created Student Government committee and the VOICE conducted an extensive campaign to investigate ways the Food
Service could be improved. The committee was composed of
both students and administrators, plus representatives from
Food Service. Miss Graber and her cohorts made a number Scots Forum
of promises which were kept to a relatively high deegree during the balance of last semester.

All-Colle-

ge

ILeillfers (IProIesif

Everyone will agree and is probably very thankful that
the extended or "continental" breakfast has been continued To the Editor:
with such fine success. But in other areas Food Service seems Stronger than dirt
But you can cut it with a feather,
to have taken advantage of a new school year to cut back on
mr. tilden and his ramblings.
costs and at the same time, renege on its promises. Second "He (the "artist') definitely does
portions were to be provided on all meats with the exception not want to be deprived of the
of steak and pork chops. This fall, these seconds have been splendid and profound interpreta
tions of life, and he resists sober,
extremely skimpy or
non-existen- t.

Steak, which was to be served frequently although not
on a regular basis, has been served only once, at a picnic
cook-ouAnd the complaint is also heard that first portions
of meals have been cut down to allow for students' desires
for seconds. The result has been that the same old objections
are gradually becoming louder and more vociferous once
t.

more.

There was also a questionnaire put out by Food Service
last year. Whatever became of the results of that questionnaire is a complete mystery to the student body. There has
certainly been no appreciable change in the daily menu nor
any explanation why not.
Although complaints against Food Service seem to be
hackneyed and overworked, nevertheless, the problem is there.
It is obvious because student complaints are once again on
the way up. The simple fact is that Food Service made some
promises last year under pressure from the SGA and it has
not lived up to them.
Miss Graber has stated that her primary purpose is to
provide a balanced diet while pleasing the students. But
there must be more communication between students and Food
Service. Students with complaints and suggestions are encouraged to speak with the dining hall supervisors or drop
over to the Food Service building so their ideas can be con-

sidered.

Perhaps there were outside pressures on Food Service
to cut costs. Even so, the students as customers paying $520
each deserve an explanation.
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Or The Tears
Of A Young Girl
The hard, quiet sounds of leather shoes on concrete that
turns into a hollow resonance as the street winds hetween
buildings outlined darkly by street lights. I have had the
feeling before, many times, looking down a long empty

street early on a wispy morning
. . . alone, that abandoned feeling after the circus is over. At
times like this, I begin to think
that those quiet sounds are all
that reallv matter. When the noise
and confusion are stripped awav
from most people, including myself, there is little left but forlorn
footfalls.

a stack of business

files or in a

$30,000 house in suburbia? Then
at the age of 50 or thereabouts he
looks back on his life with all his

might but just cannot remember
ever having lived. A tragedy? I'd
say it's one of the greatest sort.
We must listen to our footsteps
at the end of day and appreciate
our existence just as it happens.
We may be "to freedom condemned," as Sartre put it, but can
we not fill that freedom or loneliness to the brim with as much
awareness as possible? As Murray
says in the play "A Thousand
Clowns," "Arnie, five months ago
I forgot what day it was and it
scared the hell out of me. You got
to know what day it is. You have
to own your own days and name
each one of them, or else the years
go right by and none of them belong to you."
I like that. I like the idea of
holding everything as valuable
right now, whether it be a dying
old man on a cold street bench or
the tears of a Young girl. Because
when I walk away from these
things on a misty night, as inevitably occurs. I want to reflect
on a game that I knew the rules
ot, on a day that belonged to me,
not on a noisy, unconscious empti-

And what happens? I am alone
with only the sounds I create mv- self , and causes, purposes, or attempts at fulfillment sit humbly
betore the past and future and culminate in the tremendous silence
of lonely footsteps.
And yet I love these small
sounds, because when I hear them
I feel I am one of the chosen few.
So it is that these heavy hallway
gestures that we all make must be
appreciated in themselves, understood, if we wish to know what
we're doing in a pseudo environ
ment.
A large part of the world with
which I am familiar spends its
time clamoring for something . . .
it has no idea what or whv. Then.
when it goes to bed at night, sur
rounded by a vacuum, the individual worlds are reduced to the
aimless silence of footfalls inside
tired heads. I ask. what is this
sense of urgencv in modern man?
What makes him ignore the little ness.
lonely truths of his living? What
Alone and free?
causes him to lose his self behind I will remember.

Yes, but

And Other) T Tne Editor

more human approach to unity.
Eighth Section pledges urged a re
consideration of Hell Week one
year and the section adopted a
camping trip instead. Hopefully
those actives who were disappointed this year and those pledges who
have just finished Hell Week will
simple methods and results."
carefully consider whether humili(so said Mr. Nietzsche. )
ating and degrading others is the
Even we lost, apathetic, pepsi- way to achieve spirit and unity. A
dnnking
change in Hell Week philosophy
Students don't need
could make it a time of real unity
Trash strewn along the sides of for the pledge class and a chance
the road;
to really know upperclass actives.
Susan Spotless you ain't.
Sincerely,
Reach out and grab at your life
Farns Lobenstine
It goes like 66;
Amy Forman
Spend it shouting at those who
will not hear;
Serious Club Questions
Spend it shouting at that which
To the Editor:
will not change.
The immediate concerns of rushGo ahead.
But don't do it with adjectives-Us- e ing and pledging are over for the
girls' social clubs on the Wooster
verbs.
campus this year, but the chalPeter Robinson
lenge to the girls in these clubs
has really just begun. It is my
Attack Hell Week
opinion that the evaluations and
To the Editor:
the recommendations made by the
We completely fail to under- Inter-CluCouncil this year may
stand the purpose of Hell Week. very well determine the long-rang- e
In theory, it is primarily to unite future of girls' clubs on this camthe pledge class and to help them pus.
get to know the actives. At least
This year has marked an imfor some of the clubs, it often be- portant change in the multiple bid
comes in practice an opportunity system of rushing procedure. In
for actives to express a great deal general, the results of the new
of real viciousness toward others, system must be considered successto be free of inhibitions in a fre- ful. Nevertheless, there are a numquently inhuman way. Certainly ber of facts which should certainly
this has nothing to do with the not be overlooked in any thorough
expressed purpose.
evaluation: attendance at introThe pleasantries are fine mak- ductory spring rush functions was
ing puzzles in Kauke arch and as low as 15 rushees in several
are fun. But does this really help cases out of a possible 150 girls
the pledges know the actives? This at least; one club merged with anis unimportant however, when other club this fall; rushees recompared to other activities like ceived as few as one rush party
Inquisition. What is the purpose invitation or as many as six;
of "breaking" all the girls? What pledge classes varied in number
is the purpose of forcing a pledge from 11 pledges to 31; clubs now
to make love to a pole or to take range in size from 37 members
off her bra? What is the purpose to 68.
of shining bright lights in a
These facts, as well as the genpledge's eyes? Will these activities eral tenor of feeling on campus,
make her feel a real part of a have brought to my mind the folgroup? Will they help her to meet lowing questions: Should spring
and know the actives?
rush be completely changed or
Some actives refused to attend perhaps even eliminated?
Or
certain Hell Week activities be- should clubs perhaps consider the
cause they disapproved. One of the possibility of full rush and pledgpledges said during Hell Week, ing for second semester freshmen?
"I'll never be able to look at some Would interclass dorms, including
of the actives again, they were freshmen, make it easier for
so cruel."
rushees to really get to know club
Surely this campus can find a members before formal rush pro
b

by Tim Weckesser

cedures began? Should rushees
rate the clubs after the fall teas
so that clubs could make rush
party lists more fair and realistic?
Should each rushee receive at
least two party invitations? Can
a club of over 50 members really
provide the advantages of a girls'
club to each member when the
club does not have its own club
room and there is not even one
club room for all six clubs?
Should the ICC perhaps limit total
club membership? And. finallv.
J
is it inevitable that the smallest
club on campus each fall must
merge merely because its financial
capacities do not permit it to
"compete" in rush on the level
of larger clubs? Is it necessary
that a small club compete on such
a level, or is it possible that the
natural advantages of a small club
can be better communicated in
another manner?
Undoubtedly, questions like
these will be raised in ICC meetings this year. However, it is
doubtful that club presidents and
representatives will be able to
answer them honestly unless all
girls begin now to consider, discuss, and even debate these issues
openly.
My challenge, therefore, goes
out to all girls not merely to air
their views on the effects of the
new system but, above all, to go
beyond their present complacency
to a creative consideration of future possibilities. The response to
this challenge may indeed "make
or break" the future of any girls'
social club system on the Wooster
campus.
Ginny Keim

To the Editor:
I am not the type that usually
"beats a dead horse," but I feel
that this campus has a live horse
that has been and is still staggering around; it is not quite dead,
but should be. The sickly "horse"
I refer to is the College's Food
Service. Aside from the freshmen,
I am sure most of the students remember the improved-qualitand
bountiful-second- s
promise made by
Food Service. At the time, I was
certain the promise would be kept,
and that Food Service would not
revert back to its former atrocious
state as soon as tempers and student impatience were quelled. The
present food (quality and quantity) thrust upon the students indeed exhibits those qualities which
at first caused concern last year.
While I do destructively criticize
Food Service, I also realize the
value of constructive criticism, and
therefore recommend that there be
a serious consideration regarding
tne introduction of bAGA, a food
service which is well known across
the country, and which provides
such service and quality as would
be formerly unheard of at Wooster. There was an attempt to introduce SAGA last year, but this
attempt soon lost the interest of
the students as the College Food
Service made its famous "promise."
Perhaps future promises and
subsequent actions of
hSWA
"
will not be so ephemeral. If they
prove jo be so, then 1 should think
a Serious considers h'nn nf !.
iuv
bAGA plan would be in order.

Presidential Thank You

Drumm Visits Wooster
Don Drumm, the sculptor
whose work is currently being exhibited at the Art Center, will be on campus Tues-

M,

To the Editor:
The Student Government Association extends its welcome to all
alumni and guests on our campus
this weekend.
The entire College community is
indebted to Homecoming
Tim Smucker, Jenny
Coddington, and their committee
for organizing our weekend festivities. "Heather on the Hill"
a wide range of activities all
of which promise to make it a
Homecoming well worth remembering.
Jim McHenry
SGA President
Co-Chairm-

of-fe-

en

rs

y

Revisionist-ly- ,

Mike Trued

day afternoon.

At 1:30 he will give an Illustrated talk on designing,
welding and casting procedures, using slides taken In
his own
Akron.

foundry-studi- o

In

At 4 p.m. Mr. Drumm will
show slides of large commis-

sioned works and sculptural
pieces not included in the
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isois fell To Big Keel, Face .lough Aliron Zips

fica From The HFl Basemen

r7

by Dennis Goettel

The Wooster Scots hope to rebound from their second
straight conference defeat tomorrow afternoon. They will
face the powerful Akron University Zips in the 47th annual
Wooster Homecoming classic. Last Saturday Denison's Big

by Don Kennedy
M
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over-the-hi- ll

beer-guzzlin- g

pass-catchi-
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squads in Ohio Conference play
with a 0 mark.
Martin Against Dingle
Zip quarterback Mike Martin
has accounted for 482 .yards by
passing, to be second only to
Wooster's Rod Dingle in the OAC
total offense leadership. Martin has
1--

OC RUSHING LEADER ROD DINGLE, who has scampered for
521 of Wooster's 741 yards on the ground this season, shows
his versatile
abilities against Denison. Rod
ng

took four aerials before the long afternoon ended. Tomorrow the underdog Scots host Akron for Homecoming.

Booters Trip Hiram,
Face Unbeaten Obie

completed 48 of 100 passes so far
this year and will provide the Scot
pass defense with plenty of headaches. Wooster is 14th of 15 teams
in passing defense in the conference. The Zips have two good run-

ning backs in halfback Gary Morrison and fullback Ron Tyson.
Wooster's offense was at a season-low
in the rain at Denison, as
by Will Johnson
the Scots managed only 197 total
Last Saturday Wooster evened its OCSA soccer record yards, while the hosts rambled for
256 yards, 230 of them on the
at 1 and pushed its season's count to 2-- 1 with a 3-- 1 victory ground. The Scots' attack was
again led by junior Rod Dingle
over Hiram on the losers' rain-soake- d
field.
who garnered 99 yards in 28 caroff
The Scots got
to a 0 lead in the first period when ries. Dingle also caught four passes
for 74 yards, so the workhorse
freshman Stu Miller scored at
from Akron East was in on 32 of
13:57 on a rebound off the goal
the 51 offensive plays.
Hold
posts. Before the period ended Max
Denison scored the first time
Rasamimana connected at 17:35
they had the ball. The Big Red
8-2-Delts Nip Rabbis, 6
and increased the Scot lead to

The next first draft choice signed was Bob Ferguson, OSU
Fergy was famous in college for never being tackled behind
the line of scrimmage in three years. In three years with Pittsburgh, he
was never tackled beyond the line of scrimmage. It seems he had trouble
getting out of the backfield. Myron Pottios of Notre Dame was next
he did make all NFL as a
one year, but his other
hree years, he broke his arm.
Last but not least is Paul Martha of Pitt. Playing quarterback,
flanker and running halfback in college, he was everybody's All
American in 1963 when Pitt had a 9-- 1 record. For the Steelers,
he's played flanker and has caught 10 passes in two years (in
eluding exhibitions). He also fumbled three consecutive punts.
This prompted him to compose jokes about himself like "Have you
Hiram fought back and reduced
heard about the new Paul Martha doll? You wind it up and it
2-at 6:18 of the secbacks of 1963 Paul the lead to
drops punts." While the other
Warfleld and Charlie Taylor were fighting it out for rookie of ond period when Irwin Triwell
the year, the Steelers' prize prospect was telling okes. Even pushed in a goal. There was no
they weren't very good.
more scoring in the first half,
Another Steeler hot college prospect was Texas linebacker Scott Wooster
got the game's last tally
Appleton. Astute wheeler and dealer Buddy Parker traded Buddy
when
Dial one of the best pass receivers in the NFL to the Dallas Lowboys at 21:28 of the third period
for the right to negotiate to sign Appleton. Parker negotiated, turned Lance Rebello crashed the ball
into the nets.
on all his charm, and Appleton signed with the AFL.
Steeler running backs have been noteworthy for whirlwind ex
Wooster had changed its offen
hibition campaigns and dust biting regular seasons. A few years sive patterns slightly in order to
back, an unknown rookie phenom named Joe Womack ran rampant aid the defense. Coach Nye's stra
for over 200 yards in several exhibition games. But Joe was near- tegy paid high dividends as the
sighted and Steeler officials thought he'd be even better if he wore Scots played their best game ever
contact lenses. The result was that Joe could now see just how big in terms of technique. Their short
those defensive linemen really were, and every carry turned into a
mad dash for the relative security of the sideline.
1--

middle-lineback-

Lead;

Kappas

0.

Ail-Ameri-

1

can

This year, the exhibition dazzler

was James "Cannonball"

Butler of Edward Waters College (no kidding). He was described
by more than one observer to "have a chance to be the best
runner of all time." Well, Cannonball has exploded for less than
50 yards in four season contests. He plays second string to Dick
Hoak, a veteran of such anonymity that after five years, the Steeler announcers still call him Don Hoak. It has always been said
of Hoak that he would be a good half if he could only run. Seems
he's missing a rather important ingredient.
The current quarterback situation is even more chaotic. Last
year, Ed Brown was booed and jeered on every pass attempt, most
of which he completed to the opposition. The Steeler fans wanted
young blood, an element totally foreign to Buddy Parker's coaching
philosophy. (He's always felt old castoffs were better than young
unprovens. He seems to have forgotten that Y. A. Tittle, Otto Graham and Bobby Layne weren't born grizzled, experienced old pros.)
At any rate, the quarterbacks behind Brown were Terry Nofsinger
(second string at Utah State) , Tommy Wade (second string at Texas) ,
and Bill Nelson (second string at Southern Cal). With prospects like
these, Parker was so optimistic he resigned a week before the season
opener. New head coach Mike Nixon gave the job to Nelson who has
led the team to 58 points and zero victories in four games.
The incident that perhaps best sums up the Steeler incompetency
happened a few years ago. Flanker Red Mack stood alone on the two
yard line, grabbed a Bobby Layne aerial, and turned to scamper
gleefully into the end zone for the winning touchdown. He ran smack
into the goalpost and fumbled the ball.
THE BACK ROOM TOTE BOARD: VILLANOVA at Delaware,
Appalachian at CATAWBA, PRINCETON at Colgate, Ohio State at
MICHIGAN STATE, CAPITAL at Marietta, Kansas State at
Penn State at SYRACUSE; and in the pros: ST. LOUIS
at Pittsburgh, GREEN BAY at Detroit, DALLAS at Cleveland.
Tote Board Long Shots.
(.800)
(1.000), Overall
Last Week: College
(.715), Pros
15-(.750)
(.833), Overall
(.715), Pros
Season: College 10-JNLrJ-RASK- A,

3-- 0

5-- 2

4.

OAC OFFENSE

LEADERS

by Nate Smith

WOMEN'S

ht

Victory At Hiram
by Josh Stroup
Led by undefeated captain Gary
Wooster's cross country
last
team trounced Hiram, 22-3Saturday. Brown's 22 minute, 8
second time, the meet's best, kept
him without a loss for the year
while the Scots also took the third,
fifth, sixth and seventh spots.
Against Mt. Union and Oberlin
on October 2, Brown finished first
again, but the squad placed third
with 49 points, behind Mt. Union
and Oberlin, each with 37.
Tomorrow the team travels to
Richmond, Ind., to compete in
the second annual Great Lakes College Association meet. The Scots
will run against Earlham, Kalamazoo, Oberlin and Ohio Wesleyan.
Brown,

3,

15-yar-

14-yar-

d

Both teams showed fine defensive
play, with Tim Behm leading the
Rabbis' defense and Dan Martin
sparking the Delts.

Passing
Martin (Akron) 482 yds.
Aronson (OWU) 456 yds.
Caudle (Otter.) 401 yds.
Laughman (Witt.) 289 yds.

In other action this week the
Sigs came up with their second win
of the season by defeating the
,
Betas,
in a tight contest.
Third, after being rained out of
their game with Second two weeks
12-6-

(Continued on Page 4)

Scoring

B-- W

6.

Rushing
Dingle (Scots) 521 yds.
Reiner (Otter.) 313 yds.
McMaken (Capital) 258 yds.
Neal (Heidelberg) 212 yds.
Hickman (Mount) 186 yds.

'

Tomorrow the Wooster Field
Hockey team hosts Ashland
College at home. Game time
is 10 a.m. Thus far this season the Lady Scots have played three games, with results
as follows.
Ohio U. 2, Wooster 0
Ohio State 5, Wooster 2
Wooster 6,
0
Next Tuesday Wooster
hosts Oberlin at 5 p.m.

With the second half of the season well underway, the Kappas
still have their two game lead over
the rest of the Kenarden League.
The big game of the week saw
Fifth facing Third last Tuesday,
with both teams needing the win
battle the
badly. In a hard-fougDelts finally emerged as victors,
winning by a score of 8-The Delts struck first in the
d
first half on a
pass from
John Loughridge to Walt Manger.
The Rabbis then tied the score on
aerial from Dick Elder
a
to Ken Fischer. In the second half
the only scoring came on a safety
by the Delts when Pete Pocock
blocked a Gary Starbuck punt.

HOCKEY

FIELD

5

Dingle (Scots) 48 pts.
Feldman (Hiram) 26 pts.
Rattray (Kenyon) 24 pts.
Five tied with 18 pts.

moved 51 yards in six plays with
d
the touchdown coming on a
run by fullback Eric Ivary.
In the second quarter Denison
marched 74 yards for the second
plunge by Ivary,
score, a one-yar- d
and another successful kick made
it 14-- in favor of the home team.
After the kickoff Wooster fumbled
the snap from center on the first
play and Denison neded only four
plays to push it in from the 20.
The touchdown came on a d
bootleg by quarterback Birkley.
The Scots' only score came on
d
march in the third
a
quarter following a Webster White
interception. The march included
five-yar-

0

Reservations?
CALL US AT

FLAIR TRAVEL
346

10-yar-

Joe College

Stop in for a Free Sample of my own

Blend of tobacco.
PIPES WITH THE YOUNG MAN IN MIND!

E.

Bowman St.

Wooster, Ohio

43-yar-

264-404- 0

All Wool

Blazers

passing was sharp and accurate.
The Scots made 264 contacts and
were successful on 211 attempts
for a phenomenal 80 percent

or

in the newest
FALL SHADES
Black, Olive, Whisky and Navy

See Our Campus Representative

$29.95

JANICE SAYER

A winning soccer team is usu-all- v
per
successful on about 55-6successful
A
cent of their contacts.
contact is a completed pass or a
shot on goal. Considering the

Brenner Bros.

0

muddy and slippery conditions,
the 80 percent completion mark
is even more astounding.

UNIQUE COOKERY
'SINCE 192S"

Looking at some other statistics,
Wooster outshot Hiram 28-1while goalie Jim Poff was credited
with 13 saves. The team func
tioned extremely well, setting up

CHARLIE BROWN, LUCY, LINUS, PIG PEN

132S.BuchytSt,

many and various scoring patterns.
Freshman Danny Adams was in
the starting lineup for the injured
Mo Rajabi, who saw but limited
action. Others, outside of the start
ers, who saw action, were Marv
Krohn, Tad Trantum, Max Rasa
mimana and Tony Hewitt.
For Homecoming tomorrow, the
Wooster soccer team plays host to
undefeated Oberlin. This will be
a crucial game for the Scots;
Oberlin squeaked past the Scots
last year. The seniors have
yet to taste victory over the Yeo
men and are eager to do so. Play
starts at 10:30 a.m.
3-- 2

nr

WOOSTER, OHIO

3,

Hey!-- -

Scot

Drown Paces

8-- 2

5-- 1

4

the fourth quarter, but a series,
of penalties and losses made it
fourth and 55 on the Scots own
38 before they punted.
Rodney Stays Hot
Dingle continues to lead the
OAC in rushing, scoring and total
offense. He has 521 yards in 84
carries for a 6.2 average and 48
points. He ranked fourth in the
nation's small colleges in rushing
and third in scoring before the
Denison game.
Wooster will be attempting to
recapture the cowbell from Akron,
a possession which they have not
enjoyed since 1959. The Scots
lost to the Zips on a fourth quarter
touchdown in Akron's Rubber
Bowl last year, 21-1-

1--

er

rd

st

1-2-

all-tim-

defensive halfback.

Ked proved more than the bcots
four runs by Dingle totaling 30
could handle, 20-carry to the
The Black and Gold will have yards and a
Denison
Mike
by
Gordon.
one
The
to put forth a supreme effort tomorrow to come up with a victory touchdown was scored by sopho
ore Bill Hays on a one-yar- d
over an Akron squad whose won-loA two-poiplunge.
try failed and
record of
is unimpressive only because of the strong that was the end of the scoring.
Wooster once moved to a first
opposition they have faced. The
down
on the Denison 18 early in
Zips are one of three unbeaten
6.

"1

.-.-

Though times change the personnel of the NFL teams, there have
been a few who have remained relatively constant in ability despite
this overturn of players. The Browns have always been relatively
tough. The Pittsburgh Steelers have always been disgustingly mediocre. In over 30 years in professional football, the Steeltown entry
has never won a championship and only came close in 1963 when three
ties almost enabled them to edge the Giants on a percentage.
Watching the Steelers over the years has been watching a myriad
e
of
greats like Soup Campbell, Rooster Fleming, Cannonball
Butler, and Tom the Bomb Tracy. Quarterbacking has been a particular bright spot. Since 1953, the Steelers have used Jim Finks,
Bobby Layne, a
Teddy Marchibroda, Earl Morrall, an
Ed Brown, and finally a grass green signal caller named
Bill Nelson. Finks gained his fame for consistently calling the same
plays on every series of downs. First down fullback up the middle;
second down halfback sweep right; third down pass (at this point
it was usually third and 15 to go) ; and punt on fourth down.
It's not that they haven't had prospects. At different times,
Lenny Dawson, Jack Kemp and Johnny Unitas inked Steeler con
tracts. Dawson and Kemp have since starred in the AFL, while
Unitas' accomplishments are legend. Pittsburgh cut Unitas after
one practice session. But they had Marchibroda calling signals at
that time. Draft choices have been another saving grace tor the
Steelers. Usually, Buddy Parker traded away his top 16 or 17
draft choices. As evidence, since 1956, the Steelers only have
signed four top drafts. In that year, they took Gary Glick of Colo
rado A & M (always one of the nation s powers). Glick had led
the nation in total offense. Accordingly, he was converted to a

and

SCHROEDER in both

printed and

cari-

Continuouj Service from
til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)

7:30 a.m.

cature form are featured

the

COLLEGE

BOOK STORE this week. There

are over

in

15 different titles available starring all of
CHARLES M. SCHULTZ'S

ters. A few include:
WARM PUPPY,
..

HAPPINESS

IS

A

SNOOPY, COME HOME,

.1

and YOU'RE
LIE

delightful charac-

BROWN.

OUT OF YOUR MIND, CHAR-

For Reservations

Phone

263-478- 6

OPPORTUNITY
For q future with a well known Midwest Manufacturing Firm. We are
now offering exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No competition. Factory trained personnel will
assist you in setting up a tried and
proven advertising and merchandising
program. 100
mark up. Investment
guaranteed. Minimum Investment
$1,000. Maximum $14,000.
All

replies

confidential.

For

Information

write Director of Marketing, P.O. Box
14049, St. Louis, Missouri 63178.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
St. Louts, Mo. 63130
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Dunlap Reviews 'Much Ado About Nothing'
by Byron

R.
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MORE ON

Intramurals

Dunlap

(Continued from Pago 3)

Sooner or later
when people
get together
the talk
turns to

played the Sigs on Sunday
When is Shakespeare not Shakespeare? This year's Homecoming play, Much Ado ago,
and downed them,
The
About Nothing, offers one answer: When the Bard is mistaken for Gilbert and Sullivan. Betas forfeited to Seventh.
The Little Theatre's Much Ado features brass bands and Victorian costuming, trap
A LEAGUE STANDINGS
setting.
Elizabethan
of
its
the
out
play
Seventh
succeed
prying
in
nearly
6
that
of
0
pings
operetta,
Fifth
2
4
But not quite. The dialogue alone
when Hero is slan- narrow for actors to move freely.
3
Third
3
pushes the action back three cen proper shame
e Important lines invariably had to
"disloyalty" just
with
dered
Second
2
3
turies. And in the long run only
she is to be wed. The charge be delivered stage center, front;
Sixth
3
2
two characters show enough Vicis false, it later appears, but at most of the other action took place
First
6
look
0
approprimodesty
torian
to
point of accusation Hero at the middle of the stage, which
B LEAGUE STANDINGS
ately clothed in the style of that the
Leonato loudly wishes formed one (necessarily)
and
swoons,
North 4
0
period.
playing area. Lack of variety
her dead rather than dishonored.
1
Douglass I
3
The two are Hero, virtuous
uncomfortably
made
each
scene
Savoy,
Douglass II
1
But the Globe, not the
3
fiancee to Qaudio, and her upsimilar to the last, since the area
home for the rest of
1
South
the
3
is
true
right father, Leonato, who suffers
restricted any bold, original block30-1-

2.

be-for-

all-inclusi-

Off-Camp-

C J)

distinguish
ed classical guitarist, will open
the Student Concert Series next
Thursday at 8:15. de la Torre
has recorded for Epic records
REY DE LA TORRE,

and appeared on television fre
quently. He has been a leader
in promoting the popularity of
the guitar to the eminence it
enjoys today as the most popu
lar instrument in the United
States. Tickets ($1.25) will be on
sale at Memorial Chapel the
night of the concert.

CHARGE

ACCOUNTS

NITE

t

thru WEDNESDAY

ing that might have been possible
on a larger stage.

us

Be?

us

Seventh B
Eighth

1

3

0

4

Sally Patton, Beatrice, made the MORE ON
best of a good part. Ross Morgan,
Benedick, supplied in artistic effrontery what he lost by not having
thoroughly digested the character.
Robert Lavery and Laurel Fieleke,
as the sentimental Qaudio and
Hero, were appropriately ingenious. As the villainous Don John
and his comic nemesis, Dogberry,
Gary Houston and Chuck Gabriel
were very audible. Tom Clark,
Leonato, had a fine touch for realizing both serious and comic

aTimflra

Starring
Vivien Leigh

l.

AtTAMXr

"

Mi

Jose Ferrer

2nd Dean's List

(Continued from Page 1)
Sandra Joyce Rjrburn, Kathryn Milano-vich- ,
Carol F. Donnelly, Robert Wm.
Mann, Donald Carson Hoke,
A. Joyce Giese, Terry M. Sykes,
David Edward Dax, Susan Hume Ram
say, Nancy Jo Mossbarger, Wm. David
atterson, Ronald Wm. Wallace, wm.
Howard Bay, Pamela Kay Hill, Barrett
E. Cole, Elizabeth J. Wilson, Susan M.
fleigl, James Mikkelsen Jr., Gregory
Guzewich, Carol Anne Lannell, Linda
ean Scott, Bernard F. Bash Jr., Caro-yn G. Hole, Carol Lynn Myers, Susan
moments.
Carol White, Sharon Lynn Smith, Lois
. Kieffer, Joyce A. Bertohm, Nancy L.
If you want to eat your Shakes- Blewitt,
Wade Francis Boyle, David G.
peare cake and have Pinafore, Vellenga, Kathryn Ann Weaver, David
too, don't miss this Much Ado. Ronald Ryland, Thomas wm. Taylor,
Debra Lynn Ward, G. R. Bartholo- Shakespeare fans might be advised
mew,
Lynn
iNorns, iNorman A.
to brush up on die text first,
Shaw, Carla Clyde Livezey, Margaret
though.
M. Wright, Charles Howard Webb,
Evangeline Stevens, Elizabeth Ann
,one, Chas. Jerrold Meyer, Vivian L.
Forum Series Opens
Den Beste, Daniel F. Greene, Larry
"Wooster: Ivory Tower or Keihn Griffis, David McGrail, Ellen
Open Arena" is the first topic Leone Covert, James G Johnston, Harof the SGA Forum Series. This
ey Lynn King Jr., Jeffrey Lee Rizor,
ames A. Hetcher, Sara L. rickersgill,
session will be held Monday
Susan
P. Stark, Patricia J. Steiner,
at 4:15 p.m. in the Library John Robert
Ward.
Dr. Hans
Lecture
Room.
FRESHMEN
Jenny, Mr. Beverly Asbury,
Richard A. Hyde, H. Eileen Immel,
Dr. Albury Castell and Jim
Carol Sue Glock, Carolyn A. Straughan,
McHenry will present their Jon Stuart Mynderse, Nancy Lee Huffman, Margaret McCreight, Kurt Edric
views and lead the discusSteiner, Janet Sue Cronm, Wm. Doug'
sion. Paul Romjue will
as Layman, Ann Ellen Bigelow, Jane
Anne Trautman, Gregory E. Prazar,
William Ray Palmer, Michael A. John'
son, Dianne Mae Bradford, Carol Ann
Bulan, Carol L Hackler, Carol Ann
Johnson, Paul Alan Lewis, Eric Louis
COSMETICS
CARDS
Lien, Darlene Rae May, Marvin Shie
CANDY
II, G. Gary Tyack, Gerald Meredith
..ee,
Richard M. Ertell, Linda E. Vi- f if
grass, Karyl Lee Brotton,
Susan Gene Drysdale, Gail Susan
Gray, Kathleen L. Bloom, Edward H.
Hofmann, Joseph Wayne Fay, Joan C
Harford, David A. Bateman, Judith E.
1
Barbaras, Janis Blair Teal, Katherine
O'Neill, Charles T. VanBuren, N. Lind- gren Johnson, Amy March Forman,
Charles Noell, Jane Sennett, Helen
Darlene List, Margaret L. Butler, Nancy
Claire Little, Jean Ann Adair, Steven
A. Sokoloff, James Forsyth Ward, Mar
garet Gilchrist, Sharon Kay Glass, El- don W. Milnes, Scott Wm. Snyder,
Laurence J. Krieg, Richard A. Maxwell, James Ronald Hine, Jeanne Lee
Hughes, Carol Jean Browne, Joseph J.
Morley, Eleanor C Sprenkel,
Sandra K. Crittenden,
Judith E.
Medical
Area"
of
the Heart
Kraseman, Frances Day Wardlaw, ThoPhone 262-89mas Lee Bowman, Carolyn J. Mantek,
Kathy Stillson, Robert G Flanigan,
Nancy Carol Turner, Virginia A. Metz-ler, Melvin H. Shelly, Nancy Louise
Guild, Joanne Koral, Robin Irene
Reece, Robert P. Borland II, Judith A.
Best Wishes to
Pittaway, Richard Wm. Lozier, Pansy
Rose Gooden, Carol Jo Wood, John
Margery Lura May,
Wm. Jimison,
DEE
Her
MARY
Court,
Elizabeth A. Adrian, Ann Lynn Robertson, Deborah Anne Ferry, Edgar Scott
Ball, limothy E. Hunt, John Dale
Chulik, Kathleen M. Fair, Lawrence
Luck
Good
to
K. Malick.
av.--

SAT.
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Off-Camp-

the cast Beatrice and Benedick,
the principal pair of lovers, have
too much wit to waste on remorse.
When it appears that, after all,
ma mage is in his future, Benedick
joyfully resigns himself: "The
world must be peopled. When I
said I would die a bachelor, I did
not think I should live till I were
married." Likewise, Beatrice, overhearing the tale that Benedick is
waisting inwardly for her love,
bids "contempt, farewell! and
maiden pride, adieu!", but keeps
her sharp tongue.
The Little Theatre's production
nearly drowned Beatrice and Bene
dick in Victorian anachronisms. At
least it pushed them out of the
center of things. Who could take
seriously Benedick's challenge to
Claudio when neither wore a sword
and. in anv case, neither would
have known enough of fencing to
have damaged the other? How
many of their conceits were lost
behind costumes that might better
have outfitted a cast of The Student Prince? And how much accumulated Elizabethan wit perishfinale?
ed in the razzle-dazzl- e
Late 19th century aside, though,
is it possible that the Governor of
Messina's daughter would help
hang out the wash?
The Scott Auditorium stage is
too small for Shakespeare of any
description. It is too low for more
than one level of stage, and too

mum

T
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Lee Marvin

MUMS
Will Be Available from

GREEN THUMB FLORAL
at

-

a

SEVERANCE

STADIUM Tomorrow

as well as earlier
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BOB HENDERSON
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Daily 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sundays 1 1 :30 a .m. - 9 p.m.

Catering to
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PRIVATE PARTIES
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COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
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FAMILY MEALS

FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.
99c
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
All You Can Eat!
Even

Phone
6
.. for Reservations
262-780-

a nice reserve. Excellent earnings help.
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Minutes

Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Wooster Floral

Two Blocks North of Campus
Beall Avenue

(Off Liberty St.)

Rear, 145Vj E. Liberty

WOOSTER

South Side Public Square
263-288- 6,

a Tittle saved regularly soon grows Into

Phones:
263W771 ,

ECON-O-WAS262-49- 72

Beall at Hartzler

H

Helen Jeffrey
Phone

264-18- 91

Owner and Operator

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF WOOSTER

1812

CLEVELAND ROAD

132 EAST

LIBERTY STREET

